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Create, Connect and Respect.
This was the motto of the third World
Copyright Summit held in Brussels in June,
organized by CISAC, the international
collective of rights organizations. The summit provided an excellent snapshot of the
issues surrounding copyright and creators’
rights around the world, from countries
where rights are well established and managed, to others where the concept is just
beginning to be understood.
For me, the most inspiring message of
the summit came from Victoria Espinel,
the White House Intellectual Property
Enforcement Coordinator, about the need
to have strong laws and to enforce them, and
about the American government’s aggressive
war on piracy. Even more impressive than
what she said is that such a position as hers
even exists—one whose task it is to protect
intellectual property and those who create
it. This stands in stark contrast to most
other countries, including Canada, where
attitudes toward copyright enforcement
are much more lax.
The other highly inspiring message
came from Javed Akhtar, at the opposite
end of the spectrum. An Indian lyricist
and poet, Akhtar has waged a vigourous
fight in India to ensure that creators’
rights are respected and that the Indian
Performing Right Society operates in a
fair and transparent manner. With grace
and humour, he discussed how a small
group of publishers control the society
and have refused to provide proper
accounting and payment of members’
earnings. After many years of struggle, he
has convinced the Indian government to
enact legislation to protect authors’ rights.
The greatest surprise was that several
speakers from Google advocated for the

recognition and protection of intellectual
property. Given Google’s history, their
statements were greeted by some skepticism—but the fact that they spoke out
must be seen as a sign that they realize
they cannot ignore these issues anymore.
Eric Baptiste, our CEO, and former
Director-General of CISAC, participated
in two panels concerning the Global
Repertoire Database—an initiative whose
goal is to simplify the administration
of rights worldwide by creating an authoritative source of ownership data.
A key message of the World Copyright
Summit was to reinforce the link between
the creative process and the business of
managing intellectual property. Robin Gibb,
CISAC’s President, summed it up best:
“When we songwriters write music we are
not just creating a product. We create something which is an extension of ourselves…
“This is a process shared by all creative
artists, but sometimes the rest of the world
just thinks this is more stuff for them to
consume and they even have a name for
it—intellectual property. I have never
thought of my work as intellectual property. When I started writing with my
brothers in the ’60s we were embarking on
a voyage of discovery with no idea where
our ideas and playing would eventually take
us. We created music because that is who
we were, that is how we needed to live our
lives and in many ways, the fact that we created intellectual property was a by-product
of the fact that we had an overwhelming
need to write and perform together.”
EARL ROSEN IS PRESIDENT OF THE MUSIC
LABEL MARQUIS CLASSICS AND PUBLISHER
DE SADE SONGS. HE SERVED A PREVIOUS
TERM AS SOCAN PRESIDENT IN 2003-06.
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MEMBER NEWS
Track Record
•

on t Let your eet ouch round
has been featured at the 2010
Winter Olympics and on So You
Think You Can Dance (U.S.)
• Ash ole used to sing in the
Winnipeg-based ABBA cover band
Super Trooper
• Phil eschambault is
currently producing EMI signing
Heather Longstaffe

FYI

Finding success together
by staying apart
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Ash Koley members have so much in
common they don’t need to talk
It’s almost as rewarding as winning the
lottery itself.
Before it was a radio hit, the sprightly,
playful Ash Koley number “Don’t Let
Your Feet Touch Ground” served as a very
memorable TV ad jingle for Lotto 649.
Lightning actually struck a second
time for the duo—singer and songwriter
Ash Koley (same name as the band) and
musical partner Phil Deschambault—in
the U.K., where the song served a similar
purpose for a lottery there.
With “Sheep In Wolves’ Clothing”
placed in an episode of the hit TV series
Grey’s Anatomy (ABC); a Nettwerk
record deal; and an impressive first album,
Inventions, you may appreciate why the
duo’s tootsies are hovering over cloud nine.
“We’ve been lucky,” says Deschambault, who met Koley through friends.
“We’ve got upwards of 20 synchs
[synchronization licences]—money
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that we can live on for awhile.”
The other surefire road to success?
Talk to—and see each other—as little as
possible. “We don’t need to talk,” chuckles
Koley, who lives in Toronto. “We know
each other well enough. We don’t really
have to say whether we like something or
hate something, because we already know.”
For Winnipeg resident and ex-Not
Going To Vegas member Deschambault,
it’s the kind of chemistry that eases the
writing process.
“As a songwriter, you always hope
you’re going to meet someone who’s likeminded,” he explains. “We’re best friends,
and we’re pretty ridiculous and silly
people. So we want to write good songs
that are honest and real and make sure that
our personalities are put forward.”
It was the collective Ash Koley’s quirky
personality that got the attention of Nettwerk via impromptu videos they made for

Publisher: Ash Koley — Nettwerk
One Music, Phil Deschambault —
EMI Music Publishing Canada
Discography: White (EP, 2009),
Black (EP, 2009), Red (EP, 2010),
Blue (EP, 2010), Inventions (2010),
acoustic version of Inventions (2011)
SOCAN Members since: Ash Koley
(2008), Phil Deschambault (1995)
Visit ashkoley.com.

YouTube. “That’s when [Nettwerk CEO]
Terry McBride started Facebooking us,”
says Koley.
Deschambault, a multi-instrumentalist
who composes with ProTools software,
started the majority of Inventions’ nine
songs. “I pretty much write the song and
produce it, and Ash comes in and replaces
my vocal,” he explains. “But that’s when it
becomes a co-write, because as soon as her
voice gets on it, we start tweaking things,
and the song takes on a new identity.”
With a recently released acoustic
version of Inventions and four tracks
added for the U.S. and U.K. releases
of the album, Deschambault has EMI
Music Publishing Canada working
songs, while Koley is repped by Nettwerk
One Music.
“It’s beneficial to have two separate
companies working to pitch your songs,”
says Koley. —NICK KREWEN

MEMBER
NEWS

From Hawaii 5-0 to Iron Man 2
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Keith Power contributes music to hit TV shows
and action-movie blockbusters
Keith Power knows about deadlines.
Last year Power provided 38 minutes
of music for each of 24 episodes of Hawaii
Five-0 (CBS/Global)… and he had only
four days per show to write it. “They
want it to feel like a blockbuster movie,
so there’s hardly a moment that’s silent,”
Power says. Not only that, he was also
scoring Heartland (CBC/CW) at the
same time—an additional 16 minutes
of music per show.
That’s a lot of music. It’s also a
lot of SOCAN royalty cheques:
Heartland enters its fifth season in
September and currently airs in more
than 20 countries. Hawaii Five-0,
which is starting its second season in
September, already airs in almost 50
countries. By 2014, it will air twice a
day, five days a week.
Power was born in a small town in
Newfoundland 36 years ago and started
writing “really bad songs” when he was
about nine. “Composing for me was making things up on the instruments I was
learning,” says the composer, who now
plays piano, guitar, bass, percussion, flutes
and whistles. “Improvising came naturally.”

After four years in the jazz program
at the University of Toronto, Power went
to work for KEEN Music in Toronto,
writing music for ads. “Over the course
of six years I wrote between 200 and 300
TV commercials,” he says. But when he
was asked to write music for The Gavin
Crawford Show (which aired for three
seasons on the Comedy Network), he
knew immediately that this was what
he really wanted to do. “I bought all the
film scores I could and basically taught
myself,” he recalls. “I had a score by every
composer in Hollywood.”
Power moved to Los Angeles in 2004,
cutting his teeth in Hollywood by working
as a support composer/arranger for more
established composers. In the past 18
months alone he has contributed music
to the scores of several blockbuster action
movies, including Fast Five, Iron Man 2,
Battle: Los Angeles, The Expendables, and
Predators. Most recently Power—who
occasionally writes music for video games,
too—has created a full score for Replicas, a
psychological thriller starring Selma Blair
and Josh Close.
“My passion is this magical collab-

Track Record
• Power s Celtic avoured music
for A Shine of Rainbows (the film
won several international awards)
was nominated for Best Score
at the Irish Film and Television
Awards in 2009.
• At ress time, his most recent score
was for the video game Dark Sector.
• e scored orchestral arrangements
of Hawksley Workman songs for
Workman’s show with Symphony
Nova Scotia in September.

FYI
Publisher: n/a
Discography: n/a
Member since 2002
Visit keithpowermusic.com

orative process,” says Power. “That’s what
drives me—waking up every morning to
work with a team and bring a show to life.”
—ELISSA POOLE
Words+Music 5

How a court jester became
a serious songwriter
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Tragedy inspires D-Sisive to create
more truthful, personal hip-hop

There was a time when Toronto rapper
D-Sisive felt people would want to hear
goofy rhymes about sodomizing chickens
more than about deeply personal issues,
like the loss of his mother.
His shows included the chicken bit,
a Colonel Sanders costume and a Remy
Shand impersonator. That’s going back
almost a decade before the man who won
SOCAN’s 2009 Echo Songwriting Prize
(along with co-writer Muneshine) started
writing more seriously and poignantly,
on such releases as 2008’s The B.O.O.K.
and 2009’s Let The Children Die. He was
signed to EMI Music Publishing Canada
back then and landed on the cover of
Toronto weekly Now magazine, which
named him 2001’s Best Unsigned Artist.
“I was the court jester at the time,”
says D-Sisive, whose real name is Derek
Christoff. “[EMI] saw potential through
the plush mascot costumes, but that’s
who I was then. I was more interested in
making people laugh or trying odd theatrics… Looking back now, I think it was the
result of having nothing to say.”
Then his life took a tragic turn, leading
to a seven-year creative drought. “It started
when my father’s drinking took a turn
for the worse,” he says. “It used to be beer
only; it became hard liquor, no eating. It
affected his health. I was the only person
taking care of him. I had no interest in
writing songs between trips to hospitals
or drunken fights. Very draining.”
6 Fall 2011

When his mother died, he was able
to stay creative because he had his father
to keep everything together. “When he
died? I didn’t have anyone,” says D-Sisive.
“I feel like I had to go through what I went
through in order to evolve into the person
and the songwriter I am now.”
His inspiration was restored one
night after he returned to live in the
Oakwood neighbourhood where he
had grown up. Listening to the
Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds, he wrote the
first verse to his song “Brian Wilson,”
which would appear on his eventual
comeback, The B.O.O.K.
“From there, I wrote ‘Knee Caps,’”
says the twice-Juno-nominated rapper.
“I just dove into the more personal side
of writing, which was weird for me at
first because I always felt that nobody
would want to hear my story. Then once
I started doing it, it was non-stop.
“Everything that I talk about in my
songs is 100 percent truthful. I don’t exaggerate anything and I don’t hold anything
back… I’m just grateful that I stumbled
upon that style of writing because that’s
what has separated me from the rest of the
Canadian hip-hop scene.”
D-Sisive’s new album, Run With
the Creeps, is out in November. One
hundred percent truthful? He’s running
with creeps? “Yes,” he laughs. “There are
a bunch of creeps running a marathon.”
—KAREN BLISS

Track Record
•

Sisive has started a blog
to document the creative
process of his next album at
runwiththecreeps.com
• A lanned collaboration with
Buck 65 called The Ricardo
Christoff Apparatus “will
happen”; the pair released
“The Night Before Christmas”
in December 2010
• is i ac Series includes
a mash-up of Deadmau5’
“A City In Florida” put to his
“Graffitti Wall” and “If I Live
To See Tomorrow” written to
Sigur Ros’ “Festival.”

FYI
Publisher: n/a
Discography: J.A.C. (EP/cassette
only, 1998), Childhood’s End (vinyl
single, 2000), Popped (vinyl single,
2000), The B.O.O.K. (EP, 2008.
Juno nominated in 2009),
Let The Children Die (2009),
Jonestown (2009), Vaudeville (2010,
Juno nominated in 2011);
Jonestown 2: Jimmy Go Bye Bye (2011)
Label: Urbnet
Visit d-sisive.com
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IN BRIEF
Faces to watch
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AUSTRA

Sheepdogs win Rolling Stone
cover contest
Led by Ewan Currie, Saskatoon-based,
vintage-vibe rock band THE SHEEPDOGS
have won the first-ever Rolling Stone
magazine cover contest. As winners of the
contest, the band performed live on the
Aug. 2 edition of Late Night with Jimmy
Fallon; appeared on the cover of the
Aug. 18 issue of Rolling Stone; and entered
into a recording contract with Atlantic
Records. The Sheepdogs were the only
Canadian artist in the contest.
Ellis writes music for Daily Planet
ADRIAN ELLIS created
a new theme and
music package for
the 15th anniversary
of Discovery Canada’s flagship program
Daily Planet. He
also wrote the score
for the popular, award-winning web
series Out With Dad (outwithdad.com).
Doughboys reunite to open
shows for Foo Fighters
Pioneering pop-punk band the Doughboys reunited for the first time in
14 years to play the biggest venues
of their lives, opening two shows in

August for The Foo Fighters at two
20,000-seat-plus venues, Toronto’s
Air Canada Centre and Montreal’s
Bell Centre. For these performances
the band was comprised of singer-guitarist
John Kastner, bassist Jon Bondhead,
drummer Paul Newman, and guitarist
Jonathan Cummins (a.k.a. Words + Music
contributor Johnson Cummins).
SOCAN members win in 2010 International Songwriting Competition
Out of almost 15,000 entries, SOCAN
members won big in the International
Songwriting Competition (ISC) in 2010.
First place in the
Blues category was
awarded to John
McAneney and
Jesse O’Brien of The
Johnny Max Band for
their song “Daddy’s
Little Girl.” Winning
first place in the Folk/Singer-Songwriter
category was TUCKER FINN for “Cold
Paper Heart.” First place in Gospel/
Christian Music went to Sean Dayton
and Brent Milligan for “Heartbeat,” while
top rank in R&B/Hip-Hop went to
Ralph Joseph, Robert Bolton, Alexander
The and Sarah Shafey of Broad Way Sleep
for “Shy and Out of Season.”

Few bands today have been
exploding quite like Austra. From
Jay-Z’s tweets of approval to
European tours that have sold out
1,000-seat venues, these Torontobased purveyors of shadowy electro-pop can’t be stopped. Austra
began as the brainchild of Katie
Stelmanis. At 10, she was singing
in a children’s opera chorus, and
began crafting moody synth-pop
in her teens. Originally recording
under her own name, Stelmanis
released her first album, Join Us,
in 2008 and contributed her
distinctive vocals to Fucked Up’s
Polaris Prize-winning Chemistry
of Common Life. With the addition of drummer Maya Postepski (Trust) and bassist Dorian
Wolf (ex-Spiral Beach), Austra
was born. The band’s dark-yetdanceable ’80s sound spread like
wildfire, finding fans worldwide.
Austra’s debut, Feel It Break,
produced by Damian Taylor
(Björk, Prodigy), has already
become a smash hit, featured on
hundreds of blogs and making
many critics’ Best of the Year lists.
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Toronto park named after the
late Jeff Healey
Woodridge Park, in Toronto’s Etobicoke
neighbourhood, was re-named JEFF
HEALEY Park in June. Healey had played
in the park as a child and later brought
his own children there to play. More than
1,000 people showed up for the re-naming
ceremony, including Healey’s musical
colleagues, such as Chris Whiteley and
Danny Marks. Donations raised during
the event were used to provide play equipment suitable for disabled children.

Faces to watch
Slowcoaster
This year has been busy for the members of Cape Breton’s Slowcoaster.
With the release of The Darkest of
Discos, the band has toured Canada
twice, playing well-received showcases at festivals ranging from Canadian Music Week to the Stan Rogers
Folk Festival. The album’s title track
peaked at No. 21 on Canadian radio
charts, and Slowcoaster won a 2011
East Coast Music Award for Alternative Rock Album of the Year. Equally
exciting was when the band played
in Tokyo this past winter. “We loved
every minute of it,” says bassist Mike
LeLievre. “Every corner had a new
experience waiting. It’s busier there
at 3 a.m. on a Sunday than Toronto on
a Saturday night.” The band hits the
road again in September, with a trip
to Asia on the horizon.

PHOTOS: CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF STONY PLAIN RECORDS, SHERRI POIRIER, EMMA AJA, ILYA KAPLAN

Dirty Beaches
Khaskin scores like a one-man
music factory
ALEX KHASKIN has been working on
numerous projects, including the new
Ricki Lake TV talk show pilot, and
documentary mini-series Science of Sin
for Vision TV. He has also worked on
Supersnake, a
documentary for the
National Geographic
U.S. and History
channels. Khaskin
has composed for
D-Day Berlin, a
documentary series
for BBC Four and
History Channel
Canada. He has
scored two documentary series directed by
Simcha Jacobovici—Secrets of Christianity and Everyday Life in Bible—and the
three-part series Inside Disaster for PTV
and TVO, as well as the documentary
March of Remembrance and Hope for CCI
Entertainment/CBC.
8 Fall 2011

Living in places as diverse as Toronto,
Montreal, Honolulu and Vancouver,
Dirty Beaches (a.k.a. TaiwaneseCanadian Alex Zhang-Hungtai) has
sculpted his distinctive sound and
mysterious persona over several years.
Now he’s attracting lots of attention
for his strange, cinematic brand of
experimental rockabilly and exciting
live performances. Zhang-Hungtai
crafts distorted soundscapes using
just his voice, electric guitar and loops
and samples. He released his debut
full-length, Badlands, this year to a
ood of raise from eers and critics,
including pitchfork.com. Dirty Beaches
has become one of the most talkedabout artists at festivals like SXSW
and NXNE. It took time for people to
catch on to his music, but, as ZhangHungtai says, “The hard work did pay
off. I would meet like-minded people on
the road who were really supportive
of what I do.” He undertook a monthlong European tour this summer, and
will record a new album this winter.

PUBLISHING
NEWS

The ole clear team (left to right):
Ross Hardy, Manager, Production & Online Services; Steve
Smith, Manager, Sales; Robert
Ott, Chairman & CEO; Michelle
Aguiar, Account Manager,
TV and Film; and Jackzon Tan,
Financial Accountant.

Aiming for “music at the speed of thought”
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ole launches ole clear library/production music division
Toronto’s ole music publishing company
has rounded out its service offerings with
a big move into the music library business,
courtesy of ole clear and a new web portal
offering access to more than 100,000
production-oriented tracks.
The new venture capitalizes on the
publisher’s existing production catalogues
from Nelvana; The Masters, ole’s new, diverse, in-house production music library;
and Attitude, a label being produced
by Los Angeles industry vets Cunningham
and Lang (Chronic, Killer Edge). The
company has also signed a Canadian
sub-publishing and master licensing
deal with U.S.-based MusicBox.
Says ole CEO Robert Ott: “We have
close relations with a community of 40
television production clients who we see
as a natural client base for the production
library. I also think that in looking at the
digital age and trying to assess where the
business might be heading, there seems to
be a need for one-stop, fully-cleared music.
So for both of those reasons, this seemed

to be a good move for us.”
Ole clear features a remarkably friendly
interface that allows users to search the catalogue by mood, genre, sub-genre, instrument
or style from a long list of keywords. Users
can also plug in their own search terms.

“The more obstacles we can
pull out of the way between
the client and what he or she
is looking for, the better.”
“The search system is very intuitive,”
says Ross Hardy, ole’s Manager of Production & Online Services, “and it has a
strong, creative workflow. It’s extraordinarily fast and very well organized.”
“The cornerstone of our business right
now is to be leading-edge tech,” adds Ott.
“We offer the highest level of automation
so that an editor out there at 3 a.m. can
get onto our online portal and peruse
and buy licensed music in three or four

clicks, with no intervention necessary. If
our clients want music supervisory advice
and the human touch, that’s still there too,
but we want to make their jobs as easy as
humanly possible.
“One of the key advantages we’ve had
as a company is that we don’t have any
legacy to adapt to the digital space,” continues Ott. “We’ve conceived our business
and our library within the digital space,
and we’ve never gone through any kind of
physical incarnation, i.e., circulating CDs,
DVDs or hard drives.
“Our entire focus has been to deliver
this offering virtually and to deliver it in real
time at the speed of thought. As fast as
you can think about what you’re looking
for, we can deliver it. The more obstacles
we can pull out of the way between the
client and what he or she is looking for,
the better. Clear stands for transparency
and 100 per cent cleared music, but it also
stands for the shortest space between the
idea of what kind of music you need and
getting it.” —CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR JONES
Words+Music 9

IN
CONCERT

The SOCAN Foundation Awards for Young Composers
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Two Montrealers share grand prize, 12 winners in all

Montreal-based composers Maxime
McKinley and Beavan Flanagan are
co-winners of The John Weinzweig Grand
Prize in the 2011 SOCAN Foundation
Awards for Young Composers. The
prize, valued at $3,000, is awarded for
the best overall work submitted in the
competition. The two composers were
recognized for their respective works,
Concerto “Fisher-Price” for recorder and
15 instruments, and L’essence perd son sens
for string trio. A total of $29,250 in prizes
was awarded to 12 composers in this year’s
competition, with all but three of the
winners either from Quebec or currently
studying in Quebec. The competition was
judged anonymously in Toronto by a jury
of three prominent Canadian composers:
Stephen Chatman of Vancouver, James
10 Fall 2011

Rolfe of Toronto and Robert Normandeau of Montreal.
The two grand-prize winning works
were also first-prize winners in the Sir Ernest
MacMillan Awards category (McKinley)
and in the Serge Garant Awards category
(Flanagan). Triple winner McKinley also
captured a third prize in The Pierre Mercure
Awards. Other multiple winners were Zosha
di Castri (second prize in The Serge Garant
Awards, third prize in the Godfrey Ridout
Awards) and Haralabos Stafylakis (third
prize in The Serge Garant Awards, second
prize in the Godfrey Ridout Awards).
(See Sidebar for complete list of winners.)
“There were very clear winners and all
three of us were in absolute agreement on
the results,” says jury member Normandeau, one of Canada’s most celebrated

composers of electroacoustic music.
“We were looking for very particular,
unique voices, and the two grand-prize
winners are very original. I think they will
remain in our minds for a long time. The
McKinley work, which unusually features
recorder, shows a great sense of humour.”
Jury member Rolfe, one of this country’s
most successful opera composers, describes
it as “fresh and playful,” adding that the
Flanagan work “shows a very engaging
sound world and an engaging trajectory.”
Jury member Normandeau refers to
Adam Basanta’s feelings I’m too tired for,
which captured first prize in the Pierre Mercure Awards, as “somewhat frantic, noisy
and gutsy, reflecting perfectly the young
generation’s sound world.” In the Hugh Le
Caine Awards category, the top prize went to

The Winners
SOCAN Foundation Awards
for Young Composers
winners and presenters:
Left to right, front row:
Émilie Payeur,
Francine Ménard of
the SOCAN Foundation,
Darren Russo,
Éliane Préfontaine,
Zosha Di Castri.
Back row: SOCAN
Foundation Vice-President
Jean-François Denis,
Maxime McKinley,
Haralabos Stafylakis,
Eliot Britton.

Eliot Britton for [steampunk] Lite, seemingly inspired by clock mechanisms. Says
Rolfe, “There are a lot of unwinding clock
noises, cuckoo clocks, very playful stuff.”
The jury was struck by the outstanding
overall quality of the competition entries.
“These particular prizes, which went
to a wide spectrum of compositional
styles, were well deserved,” remarks jury
member Chatman, a longtime professor
of composition in the School of Music
at the University of British Columbia
and one of Canada’s most widely
published and performed composers.
The SOCAN Foundation Awards for
Young Composers is open to Canadian
citizens under the age of 32. Next year’s
application deadline is April 16, 2012.
Visit socanfoundation.ca for details.

THE JOHN WEINZWEIG AWARD
(grand prize)
SHARED ($1,500 each)
MAXIME McKINLEY
31, Montreal
Concerto “Fisher-Price”
for recorder and 15 instruments
BEAVAN FLANAGAN
23, Montreal
L’essence perd son sens
for string trio
THE SIR ERNEST MACMILLAN
AWARDS
(works for 13 performers or more)
FIRST PRIZE ($3,000)
MAXIME McKINLEY
31, Montreal
Concerto “Fisher-Price”
for recorder and 15 instruments
SECOND PRIZE ($1,500)
JORDAN PAL
27, Toronto
Vintage Threads
for electric guitar and chamber
orchestra
THIRD PRIZE ($750)
FIONA RYAN
30, Toronto
Re: Play
for orchestra with toy piano
THE SERGE GARANT AWARDS
(works for three to 12 performers)
FIRST PRIZE: ($3,000)
BEAVAN FLANAGAN
23, Montreal
L’essence perd son sens
for string trio
SECOND PRIZE: ($1,500)
ZOSHA DI CASTRI
26, Outremont, Que.
La forma dello spazio
for ute, clarinet, iano, violin and cello
THIRD PRIZE ($750)
HARALABOS STAFYLAKIS
28, Montreal
Critical Density
quintet for guitar and strings

THE PIERRE MERCURE AWARDS
(works for one to two performers)
FIRST PRIZE: ($3,000)
ADAM BASANTA
26, Montreal
feelings I’m too tired for
for bass clarinet and electronics
SECOND PRIZE: ($1,500)
JARED MILLER
22, Garibaldi Highlands, B.C.
“Instincts” A Sonata for Solo Piano
THIRD PRIZE ($750)
MAXIME McKINLEY
31, Montreal
Territoire Lune
for violin solo
THE GODFREY RIDOUT AWARDS
(works for voices)
FIRST PRIZE ($3,000)
DARREN RUSSO,
27, La Salle, Que.
Missa Syllabis
for large mixed chorus and piano
SECOND PRIZE ($1,500)
HARALABOS STAFYLAKIS
28, Montreal
Ubi Sunt
for women’s choir, vibraphone, harp
and strings
THIRD PRIZE ($750)
ZOSHA DI CASTRI
26, Outremont, Que.
Sulla mappa concava del buio
for soprano, string quartet and tape
THE HUGH LE CAINE AWARDS
(for electroacoustic music)
FIRST PRIZE ($3,000)
ELIOT BRITTON
28, Montreal
[steampunk] Lite
for solo percussion and electronics
SECOND PRIZE ($1,500)
ÉMILIE PAYEUR
24, Montreal
Point à la ligne
THIRD PRIZE ($750)
ÉLIANE PRÉFONTAINE
25, Montreal
Électre
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DOUBLING UP
Sarah Slean explores the opposites
of pop and orchestral music
BY KEVIN YOUNG
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ROB WAYMEN

It doesn’t matter what variety of double album you decide to make—a double-live
record, the grand concept album, or the “I love all these songs, let’s put the lot of
them out together” variety—when an artist decides to write and record two discs of
material for simultaneous release, they know they’re in for a lot more work than is
usual to get their album in the can.
Of course, you could attempt to streamline the process. You know; record
everything in one studio, over the course of a single block of time, using the same
band and production team throughout. Or you could take the approach Sarah
Slean did for her upcoming release, Land and Sea, which is, arguably, the contrary.
While the songs on each album in the double set, Land and Sea, are often
concerned with the kind of incidental beauty life tosses up from the depths for our
pleasure—the “shocking wonder of existence,” Slean says—in their conception and
creation, the two albums are very much a study in opposites.
Scheduled for release in September 2011 on Pheromone Recordings, Land and
Sea involved not only separate writing processes but also two dramatically different recording processes. “It’s massive, but I’ve always loved that about music,” says
Slean. “I love when things are epic. Art is like life; if you put in the time and the
effort and your whole heart, that’s what you get back.”
Slean describes the Land album, produced by Joel Plaskett and recorded in late
2010 in various Toronto studios, as a straight-up pop record. “Joel’s aesthetic is
so different than mine,” she says. “I’ve worked with a lot of producers and I find it’s
always good to have people who are just a little bit out of your world.” Slean also
credits Plaskett with helping her stretch out as a piano player, and explains that in
writing and arranging songs for Land she made a conscious effort to pare down
the complexity of her piano parts to allow other voices to shine through.
Even so, the process and the challenges that went along with recording Land
were familiar. Sea, on the other hand, recorded in June 2011, live off the floor with
a 21-piece string ensemble in Revolution Recording Studios under the direction
of producer Jonathan Goldsmith, was a completely different animal.
12 Fall 2011
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“I’ve tried to take those two aspects of my writing and my
musical aesthetic and mash up the sort of ‘clever, sometimes epic,
pop/rock band music’ with the ‘dreamy, classical, theatrical stuff,’”
says Slean. “At times it can work—Night Bugs [2002] was a pretty
good hybrid of the two. But I’ve come to the point where both
sides are expanding to such a degree that I thought, why not separate them? Why not let them [each] have their own environment,
their own world? And I feel like the result is that both got better.”
The concept began as a “faint idea,” Slean says, one she had
only begun to consider in early 2009, but once the idea began to
solidify there was no turning back. “From the get-go I envisioned
an orchestra,” she says. “I had no idea how it was going to happen,
who was going to pay for it, or who would be involved, but that
was the concept from day one.”

“Recording Sea was
probably the highlight of
my artistic life thus far.”
Over the course of two years, Slean composed the material for
both records in the double-album set simultaneously, although in
different settings and from two contrasting musical and lyrical perspectives. “Land, to me, is external,” she says. “It’s about being in
the physical world with other creatures, and real-world, real-time
experience: vocalizing, communicating, being. For Land I was
thinking about my band and working with Joel and songs would
just pour out of me. That’s why I wanted to work with Joel. He’s
just so good at picking the good stuff and kicking out the rest.”
Sea, on the other hand, concerns itself with more internal,
unconscious aspects of the wonder of existence—aspects no less
integral to life, but less noticeable and therefore more mysterious. “There’s so much to explore consciously,” says Slean. “You
can create your own life, pick directions and build it yourself. But
there’s also this aspect you have nothing to do with. Like our cells
cleaning up the mess inside of us, our hearts beating, our livers
filtering our blood… Between nature and us there’s communication going on that we consciously don’t get. That’s why Sea had to
be [recorded] live, to invite the mysterious.”
Capturing that aesthetic, lyrically and musically, depended
heavily on a conscious effort on Slean’s part to distance herself
from the familiar. It’s a process that began during an extended
stay in Paris in January 2010, but continued somewhere decidedly
more remote, in a part of Canada where the interaction between
sea and land is often as violent as it is spectacular.
“When I was starting the scores for Sea, I went to Pouch
Cove, Nfld., to this tiny cottage full of beetles,” she says. “It was
very rustic, almost like camping, but there was this giant window
in the front room, beside my piano. I was literally looking out
onto the ocean and I would see whales playing in the bay as I was
writing. It was perfect. It was ideal. Whenever you go somewhere
new, it stirs up something new, and that was perfect for Sea.”
While Goldsmith scored three of the compositions on the
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record, the lion’s share of the arrangement duties fell to Slean, a
process that required her to take on a challenge unlike any she
had previously. “It’s the first time I’ve written for an ensemble of
that size,” she says. “The most I’ve written for was maybe eight
strings, but this was a whole other ball of wax.”
Although she was looking forward to recording, unconsciously, the high stakes got to her a bit. “I swear,” she says, “in
the month leading up to the sessions, I was having weird, fluttery,
irregular heartbeats and not sleeping very well… It was two
three-hour sessions on [each of ] two days; all of that, two years
[of work], culminating into twelve hours [of recording live].
“Jonathan is the one that convinced me to do it live. He said,
‘You have to sing and play this with the orchestra.’ And I was like,
‘Are you crazy? Can we isolate at least one variable here?’” The
answer was no, and for that—unconscious stress notwithstanding
—Slean is ultimately grateful. “It was probably the highlight of
my artistic life thus far.”
Given how varied the Toronto-based recording artist’s creative
pursuits are, that’s saying a great deal.
Slean isn’t exactly shy about expressing herself in a variety of
contexts. Beyond her contributions as a backing vocalist, pianist
and arranger on other artists’ recordings, she’s worked as an
actress (portraying Evelyn Dick in David Morton’s Black Widow
in 2005), and released two volumes of poetry, Ravens (2004)
and The Baroness (2008). She also continues to explore other
outlets—including a longtime love of painting—primarily, she
explains, to gain fresh perspective on her musical output.
“I gravitated towards [visual] art because your ears could rest
and your eyes could recharge,” she says. “When you’re so involved
with music, when you’re in the studio, at the end of the day,
you’re like, ‘I want silence.’ Any sound drives you crazy.”
Beyond that, for Slean the act of creation in one discipline
fuels the desire to create in others, music in particular. “I don’t
really consider myself a painter or an actress—music is my true
love,” she says. “But I’m drawn, like, ‘impossible-to-resist’ drawn,
to these other things because I feel like sometimes your music
soul wants a breather, it wants more data.”
The urge to paint, in particular, Slean says, is often as fierce
as her urge to make music. “You’re totally absorbed. Time melts
away. And that’s why I went to those other outlets. When you let
your ears rest, when your other senses come alive, [then] when
you return to music… you return to that innocence that you kind
of have to lose in order to get good at music.”
That brand of innocence is all too easy to lose over time, regardless of how you make your living. Acknowledging the shocking wonder of existence is one thing; maintaining it is the trick,
she says. “For me, that’s where art comes from: wonder.”
FYI Publisher: The Baroness Inc.
Discography: Blue Parade (1998), Universe (1998), Sarah Slean
(2001), Night Bugs (2002), Day One (2004), Orphan Music (2006),
The Baroness (2008), The Baroness Redecorates (2008), Beauty
Lives (2010), Land and Sea (2011)
SOCAN member since 1997
Visit sarahslean.com
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Ivan Berry and Daniel Mekinda of tanjola

Where the song comes first

PHOTO: BOBBY O’NEILL

tanjola’s Ivan Berry and Daniel Mekinda market their songwriters
Leave it up to Ivan Berry and Daniel
Mekinda to strike up the brand.
Since the music industry veterans
launched Toronto-based music publisher
tanjola five years ago, the duo has been
consistently toiling to alter public perceptions about songwriters.
“The artist has become popular,” notes
Berry, a 30-year entrepreneurial professional on Canada’s urban music scene,
since first establishing pioneering indie
label Beat Factory and managing Michie
Mee and Dream Warriors in the ’80s.
“Producers like Timbaland and The
Neptunes have become extremely popular,
but the songwriter doesn’t seem to get the
same public due. Even on the record, the
publisher is always noted in bold print and
the songwriter is listed in the finest print
you could possibly find—even though
they’re the ones who created the song in
the first place. So we’re diligently working
on marketing our songwriters the way you
would market artists and producers.”
According to Mekinda, tanjola holds
tunesmiths in the highest regard. “We’ve
always had a love and respect for songwriting,” he notes. “The core of everything

“All of our songwriters
make enough money that
they do this full-time,
writing every day. That’s a
dream come true.”
we do in this industry comes down to the
song and the songwriter.”
Recently, tanjola upped the ante for its
songwriting roster (Shiloh, Justin Forsley,
Alex Greggs, Dru, Rupert Gayle and legacy writers Alonzo and the late Haydain
Neale of jacksoul) by concentrating on the
digital and social marketing fronts.
“We’ve expanded,” says Mekinda. “The
hires we’ve made [in brand management,
artist management, business administration, and digital marketing/strategy] are
focused on developing our songwriters
as much as our artists.” Tanjola isn’t only
a publisher, but also a Universal Music
Canada-distributed record label and an
artist management firm.
The seeds for tanjola were planted in

the Canadian Idol era, when Berry headed
BMG Canada’s A&R department and
Mekinda served under him. “Because of
Canadian Idol, we had this ability to have
songs written specifically for a project,”
recalls Mekinda. “Ryan Malcolm, the first
winner in 2003, had his complete album
written as a result of a writing camp that
we assembled.”
Two years later, Berry and Mekinda
joined ex-BMG Music Publishing Canada
vice-president Robert Ott at his new
publishing startup, ole, and within a few
years, started up tanjola as a co-venture.
Ole handles administration and back-end
royalty collection while tanjola concentrates on the “front-end creative.”
“Last year, we had 60-70 cuts globally—
South Korea to Romania to Canada to the
U.S. to the Middle East,” says Berry. “All of
our songwriters make enough money that
they do this full-time, writing every day.
That’s a dream come true.
“Now it’s our goal to try to make them
more money, [with] bigger songs and bigger records. But waking up every morning
doing what we love, to me and Daniel,
that’s success.” —NICK KREWEN
Words+Music 15
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PUTTING HIMSELF
IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT
Aaron Pritchett goes for greater control
of his songs and recordings

PHOTO: MARK MARYANOVICH

BY JIM KELLY

There are those who are happy to be along for the ride. Then there
are those who want to be behind the wheel. These days, Aaron
Pritchett is in the driver’s seat.
The B.C.-bred country singer-songwriter’s four albums and
numerous hit singles have garnered legions of loyal fans throughout
Canada. Among his accolades are a 2004 Canadian Country Music
Association award for Independent Male Artist of the Year and a
2007 SOCAN Country Music Award for the hit “Big Wheel.” Now,
for his fifth album, the aptly-titled In The Driver’s Seat, he’s taken the
bull by the horns, overseeing most aspects of the album’s creation,
including writing or co-writing seven of the album’s 12 songs.
“I didn’t want so much to be the control freak,” Pritchett says with
a laugh. “I just wanted to be a bigger part of the process… I wanted to
have more say in the making of the album, with song selection, and
with writing as much of it as I possibly could… I just wanted to be
more responsible for it.”
Known for his intense and energetic live shows, Pritchett seems to
have stacked the album with songs that were written for the express
purpose of getting country fans up off their denimed derrières and
pumping their fists. This is high-octane, arena-ready new country.
“I just like to have fun any time,” he laughs. “Doesn’t matter
when it is. But onstage, that’s amped up times ten, and I really
needed people to almost feel like they were at a show while listening to the CD.
“That’s what I wanted the record to represent: me and
my show that I do live,” says Pritchett. “And anybody that’s seen
my show knows that it’s high-energy, it’s in-your-face rock.
Country-rock is what it is.”
But for Pritchett, it’s not all about writing songs that drive the
concert experience. They also have to meet the age-old criteria for
any good country song. “In country, it’s all about the story that
you tell within a three-and-a-half minute period,” he says, “and I
think if you can tell a great story within that short period of time,
then you’re on the right track.”
As he typically does, Pritchett traveled to Nashville a few times
for some songwriting sessions with friends there, but he also had
a few of his Nashville buddies come up north to write with him.
One of these was Willie Mack, a prominent Nashville writer who’s
had success with a number of other Canadian artists, including

George Canyon, Adam Gregory and Jason McCoy.
Pritchett also co-wrote with members of Emerson Drive, and
with Shaun Verreault of the Canadian blues/funk/rock band
Wide Mouth Mason. Pritchett met Verreault through one of his
songwriting friends, and the two decided to try working together
to see what might come of it.
“We ended up writing a song called ‘You and Me’ that made the
record,” says Pritchett. “I think because of the fact that Shaun comes
from a different genre—even though he was brought up on some
country, being from Saskatchewan—I really believe that it added
that cool rock/pop inflection that was needed for the song.”
When the writing was over and it came time to pick which
songs would make the album, one would imagine that a natural
bias for his own contributions would hold sway. Not so, according to Pritchett.
“That wasn’t the case. I treated it as though I needed the best
songs,” he says. “And I really felt that the songs that represented me
the best—seven of the 12—were songs that I co-wrote.”
And now that he’s got his hands on the wheel, what’s next?
“I got a lot of big plans. I’ve got the two-year plan, the five-year
plan and the retirement plan,” he says with a laugh. “The next two
years, I’m still gonna promote this new record and keep that going,
and in the meantime start writing a little more seriously for the next
record, whenever that may be. And then the five-year plan is basically
to keep on touring all those years… and get my music out to the incredible fans of country, of pop music, of country-rock, and all across
the world with any luck.”
He says he hopes to make it to Australia, where he’s had a
video in hot rotation and a Top 10 single.
As for the retirement plan, the way things have been going,
that may be a long way off. With Aaron Pritchett in the driver’s
seat, there’s no telling how far he’ll go.
FYI Publisher: n/a
Discography: Young In Love (1996), Consider This (2002),
Something Goin’ On Here (2003), Big Wheel (2006),
Thankful (2008), In the Driver’s Seat (2010)
Member since 1995
Visit aaron-pritchett.com
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FROM RICHES TO RAGS
AND BACK AGAIN
Nathan Ferraro and The Midway State take it all
in stride and keep going no matter what
BY NICHOLAS JENNINGS

Nathan Ferraro doesn’t seem the least bit bitter—which is surpris- debut album, Interscope never released it. Next came a two-year battle
ing, given everything he’s been through. In fact, the affable, afroto terminate the contract and win back their recorded masters. “The
haired frontman exudes all the serenity of a Buddhist monk, as he whole process really put Nathan and the boys through the wringer,”
sits in a Toronto café and calmly recounts the rise,
recalls Midway State manager Mathieu Drouin.
fall and rise again of his band, The Midway State. “I started writing
There was, however, a silver lining. The asFerraro and his bandmates were teenagers
sociation with Interscope got the band on several
songs when I was
from Collingwood, Ont., a small ski resort
high-profile tours throughout North America
14 and had over 500
town two hours north of Toronto, when they
and Europe, opening for the likes of Jimmy Eat
became the subject of an intense bidding war
by the time I was 18,” World and Death Cab for Cutie. Meanwhile, the
from 13 record labels. After being flown around
band’s debut album, Holes, was released in Canada
says Ferraro. “I liked through EMI and made a significant impact. Prothe world, getting wined and dined by industry
executives, they eventually signed a deal with the the feeling—I could
duced by Gavin Brown (Billy Talent, Three Days
legendary Jimmy Iovine’s Interscope label. The
Grace), it earned the band a pair of MuchMusic
walk down the
record company was excited about the band’s
Video Awards and two Juno Award nominations:
hall in school
emo-rock sound and touted the prolific young
Pop Album of the Year for the group and SongFerraro as a gifted pop songwriter.
writer of the Year for Ferraro and his compositions
knowing I had that
Then the bloom fell off the rose. Despite a video
“Unaware,” “Change for You” and “Never Again,”
recorded with then-rising star and labelmate Lady up my sleeve.”
the group’s gold-selling single.
Gaga, The Midway State became victims of the
“That meant a lot to me,” admits Ferraro, also
A&R shuffle: the man who had championed the band was gone and a singer, guitarist and pianist. “I’d written those songs in my parthe group became the proverbial football, kicked around from one ents’ basement when I was 17, so it was a really nice affirmation.”
label person to the next. Although they had recorded a promising He adds: “I started writing songs when I was 14 and had over 500
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Nathan Ferraro, left, and The Midway State have seen the ups and downs of the music industry.

by the time I was 18. I liked the feeling—I could walk down the
hall in school knowing I had that up my sleeve.”
Confidence also came from performing at a young age. Before
he finished high school, Ferraro’s father bought him a van so that
he and his teenage bandmates could tour during the summer
months. They logged thousands of miles across Canada, playing
everywhere from bars and community centres to fans’ living rooms.
Drawing on all its past experience, good and bad, The Midway
State is embarking on the next chapter of its already well-established
career. Armed with a strong new album, Paris or India, Ferraro and
the band—guitarist Mike Wise, bassist Mike Kirsh and drummer
Daenen Bramberger—is touring widely across Canada this fall.
The album, produced by Thomas “Tawgs” Salter (Lights), is a
mature step forward for the group, featuring a mix of commercial
songs like “Atlantic,” a sweeping, Coldplay-style epic, as well as such
adventurous numbers as the driving indie-rocker “Fire!” and the
haunting, dream-like “Hartley Salters Kite.”
For The Midway State, maturity is a direct result of their
personal and collective growth. “We’ve already put in our 10,000
hours,” Ferraro says with a laugh, citing Malcolm Gladwell’s
bestselling book, Outliers, and its theory about diligence being
the prerequisite to success. “In fact, we’re probably up to about

25,000 hours now. But there’s still plenty more to learn.”
In particular Ferraro, who co-wrote with Salter and Simon
Wilcox for Paris or India, is focusing on the craft of songwriting
and lyrics in particular. “I’ve been reading a lot of poetry by e.e.
cummings and studying the writing of Peter Gabriel and Bono,” he
says. “Like all the best songwriters, including Leonard Cohen and
Neil Young, they’ve found ways to do more with less. That’s why
their songs stand up over time. There’s so much depth and so many
layers, yet their words are very concise.”
Ferraro’s songs, thoughtful and reflective, often express a yearning and wisdom well beyond his years. For manager Drouin, this
is the quality about Ferraro that impresses him the most. “With
everything he’s been through, he could’ve easily gone off the rails,
given up or become extremely jaded,” he says. “Instead, he took all
that experience and channeled it into a really positive place.”
FYI Publisher: Remedy Music Publishing
Discography: Met a Man on Top of the Hill (EP, 2007),
Holes (2008), Paris or India (2011)
Member since: Nathan Ferraro (2004), Mike Wise (2008),
Daenen Bramberger (2008)
Visit themidwaystate.com
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INDUSTRY
NEWS

Stony Plain grows a rich crop of Canadian artists
Founder Holger Petersen celebrates its 35th anniversary

PHOTO: DARREN JACKNINSKY/BLUEFISH STUDIOS

“The synchronization and
master licensing income,
and of course the SOCAN
residuals, have made a big
difference over the years.”

This stony plain has produced a rich
musical crop.
Long recognized as Canada’s premier
roots-music label, Edmonton-based Stony
Plain Records is highly regarded in international music-industry circles. This year
marks the company’s 35th anniversary,
and it has celebrated by releasing a doubleCD (with bonus DVD) collection.
35 Years Of Stony Plain illustrates the
label’s stylistic breadth. “We call ourselves
a roots music label, and that is a pretty
broad umbrella,” says Stony Plain founder
and head Holger Petersen, one of the
most respected figures in the Canadian
music industry. The compilation features
Canadian singer-songwriters like Ian
Tyson, David Wilcox and Corb Lund
alongside U.S. counterparts like Emmylou
Harris and Steve Earle. It also includes the
likes of Jeff Healey, Long John Baldry
and King Biscuit Boy, as well as Duke
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Robillard and Rory Block.
As the compilation confirms, Stony
Plain signs (or licenses albums from)
American as well as Canadian artists. The
label also has a well-established network
of international distributors, which has
proven invaluable to the Canadians on
their roster. “The Canadian blues market
is very supportive, but the only way we
can make the numbers add up is by selling
these artists internationally,” says Petersen.
He cites two summer Canadian blues
releases by MonkeyJunk and Kenny “Blues
Boss” Wayne as examples.
Petersen takes pride in Stony Plain
boosting the careers of Canadian artists,
especially fellow Albertans Tyson and
Lund. “They’re both really talented songwriters and artists, who are from and who
write about this region,” he says. “That
makes it extra satisfying.” Petersen admits
that the phenomenal platinum sales of

Tyson’s 1986 album Cowboyography
(his first on Stony Plain and the label’s
all-time bestseller) proved crucial for
the company’s survival.
The music publishing component has
been an important factor in Stony Plain’s
longevity. “The synch[ronization] and
master [licensing] income, and of course
the SOCAN residuals, have made a big
difference over the years,” says Petersen.
“We have two active publishing companies, under the banner of Stony Plain
Music. We tend to co-publish with the
artists we sign. That’s a great incentive for
everybody, especially nowadays. We’ve
had a lot of arrangements with Canadian
and some U.S. TV series where material in
our catalogue is pre-cleared. They need to
move quickly and not have to track down
a publisher separately from the master
owner.” Recent success stories in television
placements include upcoming TNT series
Memphis Beat and a tune for a new DVD
release of the Crossing Jordan series.
Petersen has long lent his talent and
energy to industry organizations. “I was
a director of SOCAN for many years
[1990–2006],” he says. “That was a great
experience for me. It’s an excellent organization that really supports Canadian
songwriters.”—KERRY DOOLE

CANADIAN
CLASSICS

Songs that stick with us

“Underwhelmed” (1992)
Written by Chris Murphy, Andrew Scott,
Patrick Pentland and Jay Ferguson
Published by Universal Music
Publishing Group Canada
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Toronto-via-Halifax foursome Sloan first
came to the nation’s attention in 1992
with a smart-ass little pop song called
“Underwhelmed”: three chords and
the truth as known by then-adolescent
singer/bassist Chris Murphy. And while
it didn’t quite top the charts at the time,
it has since been declared one of the best
Canadian songs ever by several polls and
remains a fan favourite. Murphy took a
break from celebrating the band’s 20th
anniversary tour in support of their latest
release, The Double Cross, to reminisce
about the song’s literary origins.
Thinking back to where you were
when you wrote the song, what
do you think you were you trying
to accomplish?
I think it was a time in my life when I was
literally trying to write poetry, something
I would never consider doing now. I would
have been about 19, just starting my university English degree, the kid writing in his
journal. Way later when I was starting Sloan
up with Andrew [Scott] we made up a
tape for Patrick [Pentland] to learn some
songs. I knew that poem I had and made
up the music on the spot.
The lyrics set some of the Sloan

trademarks, like the puns and wordplay. Did you enjoy that reputation?
We kept getting called clever and it started
sounding derogatory. After our third
record I figured I had to dumb it down. I
would never accept that as a criticism now
though. I’m all for being clever and dense.
Which wordplays were you most
proud of?
Do you get the one about “rolling your eyes”
and then “rolling your Rs” but it’s really
your “arse”? That’s a pretty good one.
By the time this came out on
your big Geffen debut recording
Smeared, some said you were
similar to Nirvana. But the original
version on the independent
Peppermint EP doesn’t sound like
Nirvana. What happened?
We didn’t even want it on our Geffen
debut; we were tired of it by then. But
we realized we were signed, for the most
part, to make that a commercial hit. Then
a bunch of things happened and it wasn’t.
A lot of people talk about it like it was a
big hit but really only one radio station in
Canada [Toronto’s 102.1 CFNY] played
it. I don’t take offence. I don’t think Jimi
Hendrix was on the radio that much either.

I remember talking to you
when Chart magazine listed
“Underwhelmed” as the No. 2
Canadian song of all time.
You said, “I’m not interested in
making hits, I’m interested
in making history.” How do you
feel about its legacy now?
I don’t know. It’s so goofy to comment on
your own legacy. But I like it. It’s so simple,
but part of what it really had is power—
the drumming is so powerful… I’m thrilled
that the song was in Bob Mersereau’s book
of Top 100 Canadian singles. Although
I notice that everybody else on the list is
a millionaire!
Sloan is well known for sharing
all the songwriting credits equally
four ways. To what extent do you
think that’s part of your success
and longevity?
I feel like it’s the number one thing that
keeps us together. I think I wrote seven or
eight of the songs on the first record, but
all I ever wanted to do was be in a band,
and splitting the publishing and money
four ways made a band where everyone
was given an opportunity to share creatively and financially. I don’t know how you
would last if you didn’t. —LIISA LADOUCEUR
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SOCAN’S EDUCATION TEAM

PHOTOS COURTESY OF SOCAN

Showing members what we can do for them

The education team of SOCAN’s
membership department has
expanded its scope in the four years
since it was established in 2007.
The team consists of two Education
and Outreach Managers—Rodney
Murphy (in Toronto) and Terry
O’Brien (in Vancouver)—as well as
Stéphanie Falco, an Education and
Outreach Specialist in Montreal,
and Industry Relations Executive Tim Hardy in Dartmouth.
Rounding out the team is Leigh
Kenderdine, in Toronto, who serves
as Communications Specialist.
The team strives to ensure
that current SOCAN members
understand what the society can
do for them through information
sessions held in cities and towns
across Canada. Also, in an effort
to reach out to emerging music
creators who are not yet members
of SOCAN, the team delivers
“SOCAN 101” presentations
at colleges, universities, high
schools and other venues across
the country (more than 120
stops were made in 2010!).
They also offer SOCAN’s
perspective on a wide variety of
music industry trends and issues by
participating in numerous workshops and panels at music industry
conferences and events, such as
NXNE (Toronto); the Ontario
Council of Folk Festivals conference (Ottawa); Pop Montreal;
Canadian Music Week (Toronto);
BreakOut West (formerly the
Western Canadian Music Awards
and conference, Kelowna); FrancoFête en Acadie (Moncton); and
the East Coast Music Awards and
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From top left: Tim Hardy,
Terry O’Brien, Stephanie
Falco, Rodney Murphy,
Leigh Kenderdine

conference (Sydney). In the fall
of 2010, the team participated in
the Astral Media/CTV RadioStar
New Songwriters’ Workshop
series, a cross-Canada road show
aimed at aspiring songwriters and
artists. They will once again participate in this series this fall.
Four bilingual information
webcasts developed by the education team in the past year give
members an overview on how
SOCAN pays domestic royalties from TV, radio, and concert
performances. In addition, a new
series of webcasts on digital music
explores how the ability to access
music on mobile devices has transformed the music industry and
forever changed the way music is
distributed and consumed. You
can watch these and other webcasts
on SOCAN’s website.
This year, the team will expand
its successful “Tip of the Month”
program, which aims to provide
new members with career development information and basic industry knowledge. It will also continue
to build its outreach program to
include more educational institutions across Canada.
Also this year, the team will
work towards creating a national
education strategy. While this
strategy will ensure that information is delivered to members and
potential members in the most efficient, innovative and cost-effective
way possible, it will also incorporate the unique geographic, cultural
and musically diverse characteristics of Canada’s regions.
—LEIGH KENDERDINE

How
are we
doing?
SOCAN mEmbEr SurvEy
COMiNg SOON!

Member satisfaction is paramount
at SOCAN, and feedback from our
members is critical for enhancing
our overall service to you.
This September, eligible members*
will receive an e-mail with a link to
SOCAN’s 2011 member survey.
Take an active role to ensure your
performing rights organization
meets your needs by providing your
feedback on the benefits and services
offered to you by SOCAN.
*To ensure we have your current email address,
please contact us to update your account:
www.socan.ca, 1-866-307-6226, or members@socan.ca.

• Created numerous
educational webcasts
• Enhanced website content
• Provided more information
on digital rights

In 2009
you spoke
and we
listened

• Launched new series of member benefits
• Enabled more access to board members
• Promoted more showcasing, educational and
career development opportunities

Society of Composers, Authors
and Music Publishers of Canada
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Seeing the big picture

Your career is about more than just music
by Dominic Mancuso

Dominic Mancuso has been independently
making music for 20 years, as a singersongwriter, performer, film/TV/ theatre music
composer, multi-instrumentalist and producer.
Last year, he won a World Music Album of
the Year Juno Award for his current recording,
Comfortably Mine, which transcends cultures
and borders, combining traditional Italian
music with North American influences. He
and his visual artist brother Vince have also
created MANCUSO2, a production combining music and live digital art. It’s been staged
at Toronto’s Distillery Jazz Festival and Nuit
Blanche, and been commissioned by Pfizer,
Cadbury/Adams and Bell World. Here,
Mancuso offers some thoughts on how to take
control of your independent musical career.

PHOTO: VINCE MANCUSO

In today’s demanding music industry, it takes
much more to “make it” than having some
good music under your belt. The reality
is, music is only part of what’s necessary for
long-term success. You also need to arm
yourself with technical, visual, marketing and
branding skills. I’d like to highlight a few of
these “extra-curricular” pursuits that have empowered me to flourish in my musical career.
Build sonic savvy
Early in my career I realized that being
“just a musician” wasn’t enough. I wanted
to learn about all aspects of the creative
process. So while my bandmates were shooting pool in between takes at the recording
studio, I’d be sitting next to the engineer
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watching and learning. We were paying the
person to be there, so why not get double
value by extracting tricks-of-the-trade?
This attitude paid big dividends as
recording technologies advanced. I created
a home studio and applied years of these
informal “lessons” to make professional
recordings within my means. Ninety percent
of Comfortably Mine was recorded at mi casa,
and engineering and editing the record in my
own studio allowed me to invest instead in
the best musicians and a world-class final mix
engineer, mastering house and co-producer.
Go Photoshopping
Developing skill sets outside your medium
is also a must. Basic proficiency in Photoshop software is an example. We’re living
in a visual world saturated with images.
Do you grasp the concept of 72 dpi vs.
300 dpi images? Can you format your
photos for various contexts?
Many of my peers haven’t harnessed
the visual side of their careers, but more
than ever, success is about selling a whole
package. Micro-manage all visual aspects,
from font selections to band attire. Don’t
post poorly designed or low-quality
images—you’re only hurting your brand.
Define your own unique brand
The idea of “brand” can be awkward for
musicians. But if you’re creating a product
and selling it, then you have lots to learn
from the advertising and branding industries.

The sooner we musicians accept the
principles and approaches associated with
those disciplines as integral to our own
success, the sooner we’ll advance our position in the marketplace. Know who you
are and carve out your own identity.
Find ways to market your music
Did you know that corporate investment
in music is quickly approaching the level
of traditional labels? Corporations are the
new record labels. Feist had great success
with her Apple campaign. Natalie MacMaster placed a song in a Tim Horton’s

commercial. These are smart pairings.
Seeking the right relationships to
enrich your brand can have multiple
benefits. Endorsements provide financial
rewards and viable distribution, hard to
achieve without paying for advertising.
I realized I had a niche product in
Comfortably Mine, an album of traditional
Sicilian-Italian songs re-invented. After exhausting conversations with record labels and
distributors, I realized the Canadian music
industry didn’t really know how to promote
it. So I came up with the idea of teaming up
with a winery to help disseminate my music.

Since my record was sung mostly in the
Sicilian dialect, I researched wineries in Italy
and Ontario and found Pillitteri Estates in the
Niagara region. The bonus: the owners and
company name are of Sicilian origin. Bingo!
I met with management and a partnership was struck. They commissioned
10,000 CDs of my music for a promotional campaign. The CDs were attached
to bottles of Pilliteri wine and sold at
Liquor Control Board of Ontario outlets
throughout the province.
Consumers bought a $13 bottle of
wine and received a CD of my music. The

response was incredible, and I was able to
leverage Pilliteri’s popularity and distribution
network to reach a completely new audience.
While you may be an expert in music,
you’re probably not an expert in production, design, branding and marketing. In
these fields, hire the best available to you,
learn from them, and understand that
their contributions are integral to your career. That’s how I was able to achieve much
of my success—by seeing the big picture.
FOR MORE ABOUT MANCUSO,
VISIT DOMINICMANCUSO.COM
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SOCAN NEWS
SPEAKING OUT

by Eric Baptiste

SOCAN 2015: Raising the bar for music rights
Over the summer, the board and staff at
SOCAN worked diligently to finalize
a new strategic plan that will guide our
operational activities to 2015. The development of this plan included extensive
reviews of our current modus operandi
and in-depth analyses of the music rights
environment in Canada and around the

to maximize performing rights revenues.
Besides strengthening long-term revenues, we will monetize emerging revenue
sources quickly and efficiently. We will
continue to work towards achieving full
coverage of all music performance uses.
We will also continue to monitor and
adjust our service delivery to ensure we are
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Since this plan will be executed during a tumultuous period
in the industry, we will proactively seek out innovative
ways to maximize performing rights revenues.
world. The end result is a set of objectives
that will steer us towards achieving our
new vision: to raise the bar for music rights!
SOCAN’s raison d’être is to serve the
needs of music creators and publishers and
to champion their rights. In building the
new strategic plan, we kept our focus on
SOCAN’s business purpose: to advocate
for the protection of our members’ rights,
to license access to the world’s music,
and to collect and distribute royalties in
Canada and around the world. Our goal
with the new strategic plan is not only to
ensure that we are doing the things that
we already do to the best of our ability, but
also to reach beyond the scope of our current activities and ensure we are working
across the full breadth of our mandate.
Since this plan will be executed during
a tumultuous period in the industry, we
will proactively seek out innovative ways
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spending money wisely. Also, to remain
the society of choice for music creators and
publishers, we will further expand our already extensive list of value-added benefits.
As technology rapidly changes music
consumption, it is critical that the public,
government, media, licensees, and emerging music creators and publishers clearly
understand who SOCAN represents
and what it is that we do for our members
and our licensees. We will raise our
visibility across these audiences through
enhanced marketing and communications,
beginning with a refreshed brand to be
launched later this fall.
In addition, we will explore opportunities for SOCAN to move beyond its
current mandate with the goal of maximizing benefits to our members. This could
involve expanding our current activities
or entering into joint ventures with other

industry organizations, for example.
Our ultimate goal is to provide more
royalties to our members faster.
As we set out to achieve our vision,
we will continually monitor the status of
our strategic objectives, make adjustments
where required, and keep you informed on
our progress.

First royalties on the
way under Tariff 25
for Satellite Radio
In November 2011, SOCAN will
be distributing its first royalties
to our members under Tariff
25 for satellite radio. This will
be an arrears payment covering
performances from 2006–2010.
Members can expect regular
distribution of satellite radio
royalties beginning with the
February 15, 2012 distribution,
at which time those with online
statements will be able to drill
down to see performance details
for their earnings. If you aren’t
yet taking advantage of online
statements and would like to
do so, contact us at members@
socan.ca or at 1-866-307-6226.

DIRECTORS’ CORNER

by Glenn Morley

Mentorship is a key ingredient in success

PHOTOS: JAMIE QUAILE

Words + Music has asked board members
writing the Directors’ Corner column
to focus on their professional experience
creating music, while providing fellow
SOCAN members with useful career advice.
Here’s what Glenn Morley has to say:
As with many composers working in the
functional-music business, I didn’t set out
to be a composer, conductor, or musical
director at all. In fact, I was interested in
the law. Although I’d been involved with
a number of theatrical productions as a
teenager, I’d pretty much had my fill of
that world when it came time to select a
university. At the time, the recently created York University had one attraction:
Osgoode Hall Law School.
However, you couldn’t just walk into
law school—a year of general education
was required, so I opted to go into the music program, thinking I could comfortably
park there until I could enter Osgoode.
However, as fate would have it, the
theatre program latched onto me, made
me a kind of unofficial music director
for their summer programs, gave me an
office to produce weekly cabaret shows,
and even paid me enough to cover tuition.
I earned a degree in Fine Arts while all this
was going on, and the Law folks looked
distinctly boring in comparison. As I ‘d
done quite a bit of technical theatre,
and was already on the radar as a musical
director, I was appointed the Technical

Director and Musical Director of the
Graduate Theatre Program.
There were no courses at any university
in what I was doing until, in my final year,
the music program got very lucky when
Louis Applebaum agreed to join the Faculty. He taught a remarkable course aimed
at creating a common language of com-

Lou became my mentor,
and I consider that to be
one of the luckiest things
to ever happen to me.

but, amazingly, less than a dozen about the
technicalities of music.
The mentorship story is a common
one amongst successful composers. Those
of us lucky enough to have found a great
mentor recognize that it’s the single most
important ingredient in our success. This
is why the Screen Composers Guild of
Canada, for example, has always made the
apprenticeship/mentor program a central
part of its activities.
While everything else changes, this
ancient relationship remains.

munication between composers, directors,
choreographers and designers. Lou was
one of the founding directors of SOCAN,
as well as having been pivotally involved
in the start-up of virtually every cultural
institution in the country, including the
National Film Board, CBC, Stratford
Festival, Ontario Arts Council, and more.
(The list is astounding.)
Lou became my mentor, and I consider
that to be one of the luckiest things to ever
happen to me. I learned the importance
of understanding the copyright issues
involved in film, television, and theatre,
and how important it was to have an
effective organization to maintain and
manage those rights. I worked with Lou
over the course of almost 30 years, and we
had many, many discussions about every
aspect of the arts and arts management—
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SOCAN NEWS
SOCAN reports 15% revenue increase at 2011 AGM
More than 150 SOCAN members
gathered at Montreal’s Hyatt Regency
Hotel on June 14 to attend the organization’s Annual General Meeting.
For the first time, the AGM was also
streamed live online.
With almost all of the organization’s board and executive in attendance, SOCAN president Earl Rosen
began by thanking all SOCAN employees for their valued work in 2010.
“We’re proud to report that we’ve
seen a 15% revenue increase in 2010,”
said CEO Eric Baptiste. “That was
due to a number of factors including
the economic recovery, user settlements, increased accounts and new
revenue streams.”
Board treasurer Stan Meissner
presented the organization’s
2010 financial statements, while
Gilles Valiquette reported on board
committee activities throughout
the year, and Jean-François Denis
highlighted the work of the SOCAN
Foundation in 2010.

(Top) Songwriters Pierre Calvé, Pierre
Létourneau and Marc Ouellette (Bottom) Music
publishers Guillaume Lombart (Ad Litteram),
David Murphy (David Murphy Et Cie.) and
Jehan Valiquet (Groupe Éditorial Musinfo inc.)

Baptiste recalled several initiatives
carried out in 2010 to increase member satisfaction, such as the opening
of a SOCAN House in Los Angeles,
the simplification of online forms
and e-commerce applications on
the members’ secure section of the
SOCAN website, and new information webcasts. He also offered a
vision for SOCAN to build on its
success in today’s rapidly changing
music industry.
The AGM concluded with
questions from members that dealt
mostly with SOCAN’s ability to
collect performance royalties for
online music uses. Baptiste explained
that SOCAN had recently filed a
proposed interim tariff before the
Copyright Board of Canada for online music found in the type of usergenerated content seen on YouTube,
for example
The AGM was followed by a cocktail
reception on a terrace overlooking the
FrancoFolies de Montréal music festival.
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SOCAN board member Ed Glinert passes away suddenly at 63
Ed Glinert, an esteemed member of
SOCAN’s board of directors, passed
away on May 21 in Toronto after suffering
a stroke. His funeral was held on
May 23. Glinert had been active in the
music business since the mid-1960s.
He was the president of Casablanca
Media Publishing Inc., one of Canada’s
most prestigious music publishers.
Before starting Casablanca, Glinert was
one of Canada’s foremost entertainment
lawyers for more than 25 years, providing
advice to such personalities as Ray
Charles, David Letterman, Muddy Waters,
Jim Carrey and Howie Mandel, as well as
record companies, music publishers, artists, writers, producers and film and televi28 Fall 2011

sion corporations. Additionally, Glinert
had extensive experience as an agent and
promoter of live music. He was also a
co-founder of two children’s record labels
and co-owner of Solid Gold Records and
the renowned house music label Trax.
Glinert will be missed dearly by his
family and music industry colleagues,
including the SOCAN board of directors
and staff. SOCAN made a donation in his
memory to The SickKids Foundation,
a charity that raises funds on behalf of
The Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto.
The position on the SOCAN board
left vacant by Glinert’s passing has been
filled by fellow music publisher Tony
Tobias, of Pangaea Media & Music Inc.

SOCAN
NEWS

2011 ECHO Prize
includes iPad 2
voting giveaway
It’s time once again to cast your vote!
SOCAN has launched the 2011 version
of its annual competition, the ECHO
Songwriting Prize/Prix de la chanson
ÉCHO, which will net the writer(s) of
each of the two winning songs a $5,000
cash award. And your vote enters you
into a contest that could see you winning
an iPad 2!
The ECHO prize honours some of the
most innovative, creative and artistic songs
created in the past year by independent
songwriters in Canada.
The nominees have been selected by
two panels, each comprising 10 music
critics from Canada’s English- and Frenchlanguage communities. This is the sixth
anniversary edition of the prize, which
has brought distinction to past winners
D-Sisive (and collaborator Muneshine),
The Weakerthans, Abdominal and
Karkwa, to name a few.
Find out more about the 2011 nominees and vote for your favourite song at
www.echoprize.ca. Voting, which is open to
the public, ends Sept. 30.
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Dance Ontario members respect
SOCAN members

CONNE
CONNE

Le rythme de vos affaires!

ION

Le rythme de vos affaires!

in a professional and respectful
manner to other artists [music
creators],” says Rosslyn Jacob
Edwards, Executive Director of
Dance Ontario. “A section about
royalty payments is now part of the
Canadian Alliance of Dance Artists’
professional standards document,
and we always recommend that
our members contact the composer
before using their music.”
As exemplified by our relationship
with Dance Ontario, SOCAN strives
to create win-win situations for both
our members and licensees. But
sometimes they happen among our
licensees themselves. For example,
at a licensee recognition dinner
last year, SOCAN’s Craig Brockie
introduced Dance Ontario’s Edwards
to Earle Taylor of the Canadian
Organization of Campus Activities
(COCA). As that relationship develops,
it seems likely that soon enough,
one of COCA’s members will book
a first-ever professional dance
performance on campus.
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Dance Ontario is a non-profit
organization that provides management training, advice, information
and promotion to dance schools,
studios, companies, troupes and
individuals throughout the province. The organization comprises
more than 600 members across
Ontario, including 74 professional
companies, independent dancers,
choreographers and teachers, and
more than 120 schools.
As part of the advice it provides
to its members, Dance Ontario
encourages them to licence any
music that’s used to accompany
dance performances, training,
teaching or other dance-related
activities, to ensure that the creators of that music are fairly and
properly compensated for its use.
Most of these licences fall under
Tariff 19 for fitness activities and
dance instruction.
“As the number of dance studio
members grew, it was time to
encourage our members to behave
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S O C A N I N A CT I O N
SOCAN enjoys a major presence at a number of national and international music-industry events,
many of which are sponsored by SOCAN and/or funded in part by the SOCAN Foundation. Here are
some highlights of events about to take place this fall.

SOCAN @
Country Music
Week/CCMAs
September 9–12, 2011
Various venues, Hamilton
ccma.org
SOCAN sponsors a series of six Songwriters’
Cafe events during the Country Music Week,
Sept. 9–11. CAROLYN DAWN JOHNSON,
Victoria Banks and Jake Mathews will take
turns hosting over the three days, in an acoustic, in-the-round
setting. The series
features performers such as Ridley
Bent, The Heartbroken, Ryan
Cook, Kirsten Jones and Tenille playing at
the Studio at Hamilton Place in two sets each
afternoon. Another conference highlight
finds Rodney Murphy, SOCAN Education
and Outreach Manager, moderating a panel
on touring called “Get in the Van” on
Sept. 10 from 1:00–2:30 p.m. in Webster
Room C at the Hamilton Convention Centre.

SOCAN @ OCFF

SOCAN @ CMJ

October 13–16, 2011
Marriott Gateway on the Falls,
Niagara Falls
ocff.ca
SOCAN is an overall event sponsor of
the Ontario Council of Folk Festivals
(OCFF) conference, which brings
together the provincial, national
and even international folk and roots
communities for a set of professionaldevelopment sessions during the day
and a series of evening showcases.
SOCAN is sponsoring the keynote
address by SOCAN CEO Eric
Baptiste, and a delegate reception
to follow, set for Oct. 14 from
6:00–7:30 p.m. in the Oakes Room
NW at the host hotel. We’ll also
present a “SOCAN’s Songs & Stories”
songwriters-in-the-round session.

Oct. 18-22, 2011
Various venues, New York City
cmj.com
The CMJ Music Marathon, which
features live music performances at
more than 80 venues in New York,
is the largest and longest-running
music industry event of its kind, attracting more than 120,000 music
professionals, artists and enthusiasts.
All artists/bands performing at
CMJ 2011 who have properly applied
will receive complimentary registration badges for all band members.
Also, SOCAN and the Canadian
Independent Music Association
(CIMA) are planning the fifth annual
Canadian Blast showcase at CMJ
2011 and selections will be made from
bands/artists chosen by CMJ
to perform at the festival.
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SOCAN @ BreakOut West
Oct. 20–23, 2011
Various venues, Whitehorse
breakoutwest.ca
SOCAN is an overall event sponsor of
this annual salute to music and musicmakers in Canada’s Western provinces.
Terry O’Brien, SOCAN Education
and Outreach Manager, will present
a panel titled “Get in the Van—The
Logistics of Touring,” with participants
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Ralph James (The Agency Group) and
KIM BEGGS. As well, we’ll present a
SOCAN Songwriters Circle on Oct. 23
at 3:00 p.m. SOCAN also sponsors
the Songwriter of the Year Award at
the Western Canadian Music Awards
ceremony that closes the conference.

SOCAN
NEWS

SOCAN honours No. 1 songwriters

(Left to right:) SOCAN board member Jodie Ferneyhough,
Neverest members Paul Lodika, Mike Klose, Brendan
Colameco, Spyros “Spee” Chalkiotis.

Joey Moi (left) and Nickelback’s Chad Kroeger with just a few
of their many SOCAN No. 1 Song Awards.

(Left to right:) SOCAN CEO Eric Baptiste, JRDN and the
Gerongco brothers.

(Left to right:) SOCAN President Earl Rosen, Gary Furniss of
Sony ATV Music Publishing, and songwriter Rob Wells.
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SOCAN honoured the writers of Neverest’s hit song “About Us,”
which topped the MuchMoreMusic Countdown Feb. 25. SOCAN
board member Jodie Ferneyhough presented the No. 1 Award plaques
May 3 at Sassafraz restaurant in downtown Toronto’s Yorkville district.
The honoured SOCAN members were Neverest frontman Spyros
“Spee” Chalkiotis and non-band co-writers Chris “CJ” Huyer,
Mike Kiofos and Angelo “Levi” Themelkos. Other co-writers were
Anthony “Tone” Jones, who attended the celebration, and Tommy
Brown, who couldn’t attend. The song is published by Neverest Songs
Publishing and Murray Daigle Publishing, as well as Music is Me
Publishing and TB Hits.
SOCAN’s Lynn Ross presented six No. 1 Song Awards to Nickelback frontman Chad Kroeger and three to his co-writer, producer
Joey Moi, April 29 at Kroeger’s studio in British Columbia’s Fraser
Valley. All six songs are written or co-written by Kroeger, and all
are published or co-published by Arm Your Dillo Publishing Inc.
and Warner Tamerlane Publishing Co. All but one are performed
by Nickelback, and all peaked on various charts between 2008 and
2010. The songs are:
• “This Afternoon”—Co-Writers: Mike Kroeger, Ryan Peake,
Robert “Mutt” Lange. Co-Publishers: Black Diesel Music Inc.,
Zero G Music Inc., Out of Pocket Productions Ltd.
• “Something In Your Mouth”—Co-Writers: Mike Kroeger,
Joey Moi, Robert “Mutt” Lange. Co-Publisher: Out of Pocket
Productions Ltd.
• “Burn It To The Ground”—Co-Writers: Mike Kroeger, Joey Moi.
• “Gotta Be Somebody”—Co-Writers: Ryan Peake, Joey Moi.
Co-Publisher: Zero G Music Inc.
• “If Today Was Your Last Day” (no other co-writers or co-publishers)
• “Life After You”—Performer: Daughtry. Co-Writers: Joey Moi,
Brett Cornelius, Chris Daughtry. Co-Publishers: Anaesthetic
Publishing, Moi Music Productions Inc., Surface Pretty Deep
Ugly Music, Universal Music Careers
SOCAN also recognized the writers of JRDN’s hit song “Like Magic,”
which topped the MuchMusic Countdown chart March 31, and the
MuchMoreMusic Countdown April 1. SOCAN CEO Eric Baptiste
presented the awards June 23 at Spice Route in Toronto. The honoured
SOCAN members were JRDN ( Jordan Croucher) and brothers
Bobby Gerongco and Sammy Gerongco. Other co-writers were James
Burney and Priya Geddis, who could not attend. The song is published
by EMI April Music Canada/Songs of Maple Music Publishing.
On June 29, SOCAN President Earl Rosen presented a No.1 Song
Award to Rob Wells for co-writing the hit song “Comme Avant,”
which topped Quebec’s Francophone Palmarès BDS Feb. 21. “Comme
Avant” is co-published by Wells’ own publishing company, Imagine
This Inc. and Sony ATV Music, represented at the event by Gary
Furniss (also a SOCAN board member). The song’s Francophone cowriters Fred St. Gelais and Marie-Mai (the performer of the song)
and Francophone co-publishers Éditions Bloc Notes, Éditions
Groupe Archambault and Productions J Inc. will be honoured later
this year in Montreal.

W H AT ’ S N E W ?
New SOCAN webcast on digital music
SOCAN has released a new webcast about
digital music, now available for viewing
in the interactive section on the SOCAN
website. In Conversation with Christian
Sarrazin—Digital Music: Emerging Business

Models explores up-and-coming business
models in the digital music era, including
information on how SOCAN members
may benefit when their music is streamed
or downloaded.

Concert royalties could be waiting for you!
Do you play live? Maybe you forgot to
submit your NLMP form to SOCAN?
Money could be waiting for you! Log in
to your online account today, and search

E-mail address
changes
You could be missing important news,
updates and information on upcoming
events! Please make sure we have your
current e-mail address on file. Update your
profile online, send an e-mail to members@
socan.ca, or call the Information Centre
at 1-866-307-6226. Don’t miss out!

the “Concerts with no Programming”
list. Fill in the blanks and receive your
hard-earned money! Contact the Information Centre for more details.
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